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Name:  Knutson, Barbara  Age:  50        Date of study:  May/13/2009  Referred by:  B Foundation

Indications :  followup post HBOT treatment #1.
Following i.v. administration of 27 mCi 99mTechnetium- HMPAO (Ceretec) and conventional tomographic reconstruction leading to orthogonal 
sections of the whole brain volume, subsequent computer image processing was performed in order to provide additional  3D functional images.

The present Brain SPECT was realigned and compared to the previous study of March 3, 2009.
Overall there is still an extreme underperfusion of large parts of the left  hemisphere  as well as crossed cerebellar 
diaschisis (decreased right  cerebellum perfusion), as described in the previous report.
Nonetheless a number of changes has been identified as follows :

a) Areas where the relative perfusion has increased :
 R side :

o A sizable part of the mid aspect of the cingulate gyrus 
o Part of the frontal and parietal vertex 
o Right parietal lobe :localized increase in the inferior parietal / angular gyrus area.
o Right anterior frontal area. 
o Right cerebellum .

 L side: slight relative increases in the :
o L temporal lobe
o mid aspect of the cingulate gyrus
o parts of the L parietal area
o  L aspect of the thalamus.

b) Areas where the relative perfusion has decreased 
 R side : 

o Occipital pole 
o Part of frontal pole

 L  side:
o Slight decrease in part of the frontal pole 
o Probable slight decrease in a small part of the parieto-occipital area
o Occipital pole

CONCLUSIONS:  
1) The most striking feature is the definite increase in the mid aspect of several parts of the R hemisphere. As these are 

adjacent or close to the affected L hemisphere this might be considered as related to increased compensatory functions on 
the R side. 

2) While there are less striking increases on the L side, this is to be expected given the magnitude of loss of gray matter . The 
most significant , albeit limited change is the slight improvement in temporal lobe perfusion. This together with the other 
slight improvements, mentioned above, suggest that there are  still viable neurons at the periphery of the large lesion, which 
could benefit from additional HBOT treatment. 

3) The relative increase in the R cerebellum , if confirmed after subsequent treatments, may be an indirect marker of L 
hemisphere improvement because it would suggest that there is less crossed cerebellar diaschisis effect. 

4) As far as the areas where perfusion has shown relative decreases (on both sides) this could just represent a redistribution of 
areas  of compensatory over recruitment. For example  the decrease in areas which were originally hyperperfused (occipital 
poles on both sides, and R frontal pole ) . The slight  decrease in part the L frontal pole has no clear explanation, it may also 
represent a redistribution and, remains to be confirmed as well after followup post additional treatment .

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(**) Obs : in reporting brain SPECT  the terms  INCREASED  ,  DECREASED ,  HYPER  ,  HYPO , are referring to 
amount of  PERFUSION   which,  in the strict sense,   means   RELATIVE   perfusion  level.
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